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Abstract—Transportation is undergoing significant change due to the growth of ride-sharing, electric cars, car-sharing, and self-driving cars. Organizations that have significant real-estate dedicated to on-premise employee car parking are therefore looking to adopt the use of this space, motivated by the opportunity to become greener, improve sharing, and pursue new revenue opportunities. In this paper, we outline our experiences in instrumenting, measuring, and analyzing car-park usage in our University’s multi-storey parking lot, and building a model that explores its use for multiple purposes in the near future.

Our specific contributions are as follows: (1) We begin by describing experiences and challenges in measuring car-park usage on our campus and cleaning the collected data; (2) We analyze data collected over 23 weeks (covering teaching and non-teaching periods) and draw insights into the usage patterns, including occupancy patterns by times-of-day and days-of-week, and identifying various user groups based on attributes such as arrival time and duration of stay; (3) We develop a queuing model to optimize the use of parking space for generating revenue from shared cars with minimal impact on private car users. We believe our study guides campus managers wanting to generate more value from their existing parking resources.

I. INTRODUCTION

University campuses in much of the Western world are experiencing a surge in student enrollments [1], accompanied by an expansion in staff numbers, which are jointly putting pressure on demand for on-campus parking. Many college campuses are large and spread-out, meaning that even though the use of private vehicles to commute to campus is increasing [2], as many as 10-45% of available spaces are unused because they are distributed across the campus [3]. This problem has also been observed at our campus in UNSW Sydney, where one of the multi-story parking lots fills up by 10am while the other often has availability. Commuters lack real-time visibility into parking availability in various parts of the campus, and therefore often have to spend time driving around. Indeed, information on parking space utilization will not only benefit users, but will also provide evidence and statistics to campus Estate Manager in planning for critical decisions such as pricing policy and the need for new parking spaces. Further, with new trends in transportation, ranging from electric cars (Tesla) and ride-sharing (Uber) to car sharing (GoGet) and ultimately self-driving cars, campus estate managers need quantitative data to inform their future strategies that optimize available space while becoming greener, encouraging sharing, and pursuing new revenue opportunities.

The medium-term future is likely to evolve around shared transport, leading to autonomous vehicles in the long-term. These will not only enhance commuter experience, but equally importantly cut down the use of fuel, alleviate the number of cars on the road, and improve overall traffic congestion. Car sharing (offered by companies such as GoGet, ZipCar, Car2Go, etc.) is projected to grow at a rate of over 20% between 2018 and 2024 [4] and is becoming a more mainstream option. Universities such as UNSW can leverage such trends to go green by encouraging car sharing scheme, reduce parking congestion on campus, and avoid the need to build new multilevel parking structures as the university grows. In order to prepare for such trends in future transport, the University needs visibility into current and predicted usage of their car parking facilities so as to inform the future decision making process.

This paper describes our experiences in instrumenting and building a system to monitor car-park usage on campus, including the real-time collection of data and cleansing it for analysis. We then comprehensively analyze the car park usage data that spans 23 weeks, covering both teaching and non-teaching periods, and highlight interesting insights into car arrival and departure patterns, and user parking behavior. Finally, we develop continuous-time non-homogeneous Markov models based on historical usage data, and showcase how it can be used for space-allocation planning for future car-sharing schemes.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: §II describes relevant prior work. §III outlines our experiences in implementing the car park monitoring system and collecting data while §IV presents interesting insights obtained therein. §V shows how we develop car park behavior models to aid car-park dimensioning decision and the paper is concluded in §VI.

II. RELATED WORK

Sensing Technologies: A number of technologies are available on the market to monitor parking spaces. Many smart parking deployments used various sensor networks including ultrasonic, light, temperature, acoustic, and magnetic sensors to detect the presence of vehicle at each parking spot in the car-park [5]. However, monitoring every spot individually is expensive, especially for a large parking lot with hundreds of parking bays, so the solution is typically employed in commercial parking areas such as shopping centers. A more
cost-effective solution is to use existing CCTV camera to acquire images or videos of a car-park’s view and apply image processing to obtain car occupancy data [6]. However, continuously recording images (or videos) of users’ vehicles may raise privacy concerns, especially when images are collected without users consent. RFID technology is another solution for car park monitoring, where RFID readers are installed at the entrance/exit of the parking lot [7]. This method requires a RFID tag, that can be scanned whenever a car enters/exits the parking lot, to be incorporated into parking permit of individual user, and thus does not accommodate for casual visitors of a university campus. The simplest solution (which we use in this paper) is to install a license plate recognition camera at each entrance and exit point of the parking lot to automatically record the license plate number of incoming and outgoing cars.

**Use-cases:** There are various applications of parking management system worldwide to improve user experience, reduce congestion, and increase revenue from parking services. Real-time data on car-park usage allows realization of parking guidance information (PGI) system where users are informed on the availability and location of parking spaces, and thus have the ability to reserve a parking spot in advance (reducing/removing search time) [8]. Furthermore, historical data from car park monitoring system can be used to predict future demand and dynamic parking fee can be applied based of times-of-day and location of parking. For example, a large-scale dynamic pricing scheme (SFpark) was implemented in San Francisco [9] to overcome traffic congestion.

**Parking Usage Modeling:** Several researchers attempted to model parking dynamics using queuing theory, incorporating cars arrival and departure processes. Authors of [10] modeled parking activities using $M/M/m$ queue to predict parking space occupancy in a vehicular ad-hoc network. Work in [11] applied $M/G/c/c$ queuing model for a parking lot of occupancy considering a Poisson arrival process and a constant average parking time. Blocking probability was calculated and disseminated to users via vehicular communications to prevent more users from entering the parking lot. Similarly, Gongjun et al. [12] modeled the parking process as a birth-death stochastic process to predict the parking revenue. Existing works essentially assumed a fixed rate for either arrival or service time (parking duration) which is not realistic. We instead use varying rate of arrival and departure obtained from real data to model the car-park usage behaviour.

**III. DATA COLLECTION AND CLEANSING**

In this section, we begin by outlining our experience with license plate recognition (LPR) technology to measure car-park usage. Note that license plate information is private and confidential, and therefore we obtained appropriate ethics clearances for this study (UNSW Human Research Ethics Advisory Panel approval number HC171044). We then briefly explain our system architecture for collecting, storing, and analyzing data collected by the LPR cameras. Lastly, we discuss measurement challenges, quantify errors and present our method for cleaning data.

**A. License-Plate-Recognition Camera**

We investigated several commercial sensors with two objectives [13]: we wanted to: (a) have complete ownership of the data and not risk it leaving our campus infrastructure; and (b) not be beholden to a vendor to access our own data, hence freeing us from ongoing service costs. In other words, we wanted a “sale” model of the device so we could have unlimited access to our data without any ongoing “service” fees. This model allows us to integrate data into a centralized repository as part of an overarching smart campus project to facilitate better analytics across the many data feeds we have on campus [14].

We chose Nedap automatic number plate recognition camera model ANPR Access HD [15]. The camera uses license plate recognition (LPR) technology to read license plate from the captured images. The technology consists of two main stages: (a) locating license plate in the captured image by isolating a rectangle area (of the license plate number), using physical characteristics such as the shape, symmetry, width to height ratio and alphanumeric characters; and (b) character separation and recognition inside the isolated image of the license plate number [16].

The Nedap camera unit consists of several components including a high definition camera, infrared (IR) illumination, and automatic number plate recognition engine allowing the camera to read complex number plate at various conditions, dark time as well as day time. The camera relies on libraries that are supporting license plates from specific countries. Each country is using its own characters, colors, and designs.
The camera provides a management console (a web-page accessible via its IP address) that allows users to configure various parameters such as shutter time, strobo time (activation time of IR illuminator), and gain. We configured the camera to use the default “Autoiris” mode which will automatically determine the best parameters to use in its working environment; this mode is recommended by the camera’s documentation.

For every vehicle that passes through the frame of the camera, it runs an on-board image processing optical character recognition (OCR) algorithm to output two types of data; an JPEG image (with adjustable quality value between 0 and 100, where 100 is the highest resolution 1080p) of the vehicle, and a data record (in a CSV file) containing parameters such as timestamp, license plate string, OCR score, speed, country, state/region, type of vehicle and up to 50 more fields, in which most of them are substring of another field. For example: fields for hour, minute and second are also available in an aggregate field called “TIME”. Fig. 1 shows an example of real license plate (for the private vehicle of an author of this paper) as recognized by the camera. On the left is the JEPG captured image showing the isolated license plate, and on the right is a list of selected key data fields generated by the OCR algorithm. The definition of the fields are as follows:

- **EVENT_DESC**: The value “OCR Read” means that the algorithm was able to recognize individual characters in the isolated license plate.
- **DATE** and **TIME**: time-stamp of the record.
- **PLATE_NOT_READ**: This field indicates whether the license plate was successfully isolated or not – the value could be either “READ” or “NOTREAD”.
- **PLATE_STRING**: This is the output string of the recognized license plate. Australian cars and motorcycles respectively have 6 and 5 alphanumeric characters on their license plate.
- **PLATE_COUNTRY** and **PLATE_REGION**: country and state of the license plate – AUS for Australia, and NS for New South Wales.
- **OCRSCORE**: Overall confidence value (between 0 and 100) given by the camera on how accurately the entire license plate number is recognized.
- **OCRSCORE_CHAR**: OCR score for individual characters of the string – in this example, character “J” has the highest score 89 and character “8” has the lowest score 80.
- **SPEED**: Speed of the vehicle in $100 \times$ actual speed (km/h) – we found that this data field is unreliable since reported values ranged from 1000 to 10,000,000.
- **DIRECTION**: Direction of the vehicle relative to the camera, i.e., “APPROACH” for entry camera and “GO-AWAY” for exit camera.

For our field trial, we only used text outputs of the camera and intentionally deactivated the JPEG image recording for two reasons: (a) maintaining users privacy, and (b) managing volume of data collected. Note that we temporarily recorded image captures for tuning the camera parameters and collecting ground-truth data for quantifying the accuracy of measurement. The camera supports both local storage on an SD card (if inserted) and an external FTP data collection. We used the latter option for continuous data collection, where the camera creates and updates the CSV file in real-time when a vehicle is detected.

For our experiment, we (in consultation with our Estate Management) chose a 5-story car park of our university campus with 895 parking spaces serving students, staff, visitors, and contract workers. The first 4 levels are reserved for permit holders and the top level for hourly-based paid parking. The car-park has one entry and one exit at its ground floor, therefore we installed two LPR cameras to capture cars entering to and exiting from the parking lot, as shown in Fig. 2. The camera requires 24 VDC power supply, and communicates via Ethernet port. Hence, we (with help form our campus Estate Management) supplied new power points and provisioned Ethernet ports for the cameras.

**Measurement System Architecture**: Fig. 3 shows the system architecture of data collection from the car-park using LPR cameras. It comprises of three main layers: (a) “sensing layer” is where LPR cameras captures license plate numbers of entering (arriving) and exiting (departing) cars – cameras are connected to the campus wired network over a private VLAN; (b) “data layer” is the core of our system that hosts an FTP server, a software engine for data cleansing and anonymization, message broker and multiple databases for backup and load balancing. Upon cleansing, the data is passed onto the message broker which unifies the data into a JSON format, each record is tagged with timestamp and sensor UUID, and is
TABLE I
MEASUREMENT ACCURACY OF LPR CAMERA FROM GROUND-TRUTH OF CARS AND THEIR LICENSE-PLATES.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Camera</th>
<th>Capture rate</th>
<th>Read rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Entry</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exit</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

posted via a RESTful API to our master database (where data from various sensors of our campus network is stored); and (c) “analytics layer” that includes health check monitoring (to ensure the cameras are active and functioning), data analysis and visualization modules – this layer retrieves data from the master DB via RESTful API and writes processed data (i.e., real-time occupancy, stay duration) into another DB that is used as the backend for visualization.

B. Measurement Accuracy

The accuracy of the LPR camera depends on various factors including placement (e.g., height/angle at which it is installed), lighting conditions, speed of vehicles, angle of the license plate (on vehicles), and also the physical condition of the license plate. We quantify the accuracy by two metrics: (a) “capture rate” which is the fraction of cars detected, and (b) “read rate” which is the fraction of license plate numbers that are recognized correctly by the OCR algorithm running inside the camera. According to the ANPR’s manufacturer [17], it is expected to have capture rate and read rate of 98% and 95%, respectively.

For capture rate, we performed several spot measurements over 5 days (i.e., Monday to Friday) each for a period of 5 hours, (i.e., 11am to 4pm), to extract ground-truth data of car-park usage. We used a GoPro camera to record video logs of a total 1400 vehicles entering/exiting to/from the car-park. For read rate, we first enabled the JPEG recording on both cameras for a week, and then we manually inspected 700 images for each of the ANPR cameras, the first 100 images per day of that week.

Table I summarizes the accuracy of two cameras. It is seen that the exit camera under-performs by both accuracy metrics, especially with a very low read rate of 42%. This means that the license plate of more than half of exiting vehicles are not correctly recognized. The poor read rate of the exit camera is mainly due to its non-ideal placement which causes it to see the license plate of departing vehicles at a further distance and also at a slight angle, and thus affecting the performance of the OCR algorithm. Re-positioning the exit camera was a nontrivial task due to difficulty (and cost) of provisioning Ethernet port and power outlet for the new position.

C. Measurement Errors

We observed three types of errors from cameras’ outputs: (a) multiple recognitions of the same license plate, (b) incorrect recognition of license plate location, and (c) incorrect recognition of license plate characters.

TABLE II
DISTRIBUTION OF ERROR TYPES FOR EACH CAMERA (GROUND-TRUTH DATASET).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Camera</th>
<th>Multiple recognitions</th>
<th>Incorrect locating</th>
<th>Incorrect recognition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Entry</td>
<td>59.3%</td>
<td>22.6%</td>
<td>18.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exit</td>
<td>13.5%</td>
<td>34.9%</td>
<td>51.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Multiple recognitions: Multiple recognitions occur when the camera takes multiple images of a vehicle (possibly because of its speed or moving pattern), and thus triggers the OCR algorithm multiple times, generating multiple data records for the vehicle in the CSV file. This results in over-counting the number of vehicles entering/exiting. Note these multiple records do not necessarily have the exact same license plate string – it may output a slightly different string due to the angle of the moving car and its distance to the camera in a sequence frames captured.

Incorrect locating: This type of error occurs when the OCR algorithm incorrectly locates the license plate in an image and attempts to recognize the characters within that area of the image. The output license plate string from these errors are almost always “OCR NOT READ” as the recognized plate does not match any of known formats of license plates available in its embedded library. There are rare cases where a non-license plate object gets partially recognized that their output appears as incomplete strings with low OCR scores of below 60.
TABLE III
PERCENTAGE OF RECORDS REMOVED FROM THE ENTIRE DATASET AT EACH STAGE OF CLEANSING.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Camera</th>
<th>Errors (redundant)</th>
<th>Low OCR Score</th>
<th>OCR-Not-Read</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Entry</td>
<td>9.7%</td>
<td>12.9%</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exit</td>
<td>7.9%</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
<td>8.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6. Rate of error due to redundant (multiple) records rises prior to camera black-outs.

Incorrect recognition: Incorrect recognition occurs when the camera successfully locates the license plate, but fails to recognize the characters in the license plate correctly. To quantify the severity of the read errors, we manually inspected 200 images per camera to obtain ground-truth license plate string which we use to compare against the output string of cameras. We employ Levenshtein distance [18] for measuring difference between two string words, i.e., the minimum amount of single character addition, substitution or deletion required to make two strings identical. For example, the Levenshtein distance between the string “ABC123” and “AC123” is 1, two strings will be identical by inserting a character “B” into the string “AC123”. We compute the Levenshtein distance between ground-truth and recognized strings, and show the CCDF plot of the distance in Fig. 4. It is seen that up to 28% of records for the entry camera and 52% for the exit camera have at least 1 character being mis-recognized (i.e., distance of more than 0 character). We also observe that the majority of these errors were caused by 1 misread character, accounting for 15% for entry and 30% for exit of the total observed records. Note that incorrect recognitions also result in lower OCR scores for the output record. In Fig. 5 we show the CCDF of the overall OCR score of each camera. It is seen that 83% of records for the exit camera have an OCR score of higher than 65, and 85% of records for the entry camera have an OCR score of above 75 – we will use these thresholds to filter out “low OCR score” records in our data cleansing process.

We summarize the distribution of error types for each camera in Table II. It is observed that errors from the entry records are largely dominated by multiple-recognitions (59.3%). This relates to an issue for our entry camera we faced several times where the camera view unexpectedly turned black and stopped collecting data (i.e., black-out events). To understand this relationship, we plot in Fig. 6 the time-trace of daily error rate due to redundant records, overlaid by black-out events which required camera reboot. It is interesting to observe that the rate of redundant records steeply rises a few days prior to black-out events (evidenced by red cross markers in the middle of August to middle of December). On the other hand, we can see from Table II that errors of the exit records are mostly from incorrect recognition (51.6%). This is due to the fact that the exit camera is placed at a non-ideal location, causing the camera to capture the license plate at an angle and hence resulting in poor performance of the OCR algorithm. We can also see that 34.9% of errors are from incorrectly locating license plates for the exit camera while this measure is only 4.2% for the entry camera. By inspecting the collected images, we found that moving grass (close to the exit of the car-park and is visible in Fig. 2) gets occasionally detected as a moving object by the exit camera. This does not impact our entry camera, and thus it displays a much lower rate of incorrect locating error.

D. Data Cleansing

We now clean our raw data collected from the two cameras with the following objectives: (a) removing multiple records to obtain the correct count of arrival/departure, (b) removing records of non-vehicle objects incorrectly captured by cameras, and (c) matching license plates captured by both cameras to deduce the distribution of stay-duration in our campus car-park.

Fig. 7 shows our cleansing process with various stages involved. The raw data, first undergoes a function that removes multiple recognitions to remove multiple records that have the same or slightly different strings. Since multiple records of a vehicle appear consecutively in our dataset, a license plate is considered as “redundant” if it re-appears in the next 5 records of the CSV file after its first appearance and the Levenshtein distance between the plates is 2 or less. We note that the distance threshold of 2 is selected because our ground truth observation has shown that this filtering only eliminates 8% and 10% of entry and exit records (Fig. 4), and increasing the threshold to 3 or more will only improve the coverage by less than 10% which is very low considering the trade-off for a high chance of plates getting mismatched (two different plates get matched and treated as the same plate). We compare
the OCR score of license plates identified as redundant, and the license plate with the highest score is kept and others are removed.

Next, we remove records with low OCR scores – these records again correspond to redundant (multiple) captures of one vehicle. As discussed earlier in Fig. 5, we use filtering threshold of 75 and 65 for OCR scores for the entry and exit cameras respectively. Lastly, we remove all records with OCR NOT READ value – those with incorrectly located license plate in the captured image. The pair of cleaned data will be used for arrival/departure counts. A summary of records removal due to each error type is shown in Table III.

As mentioned earlier, we apply the last stage of cleansing to extract vehicles whose records are matched in both entry/exit datasets – the output of this stage will enable us to compute stay duration. Again for matching, we use the Levenshtein distance of 2 or less. In rare cases we found one to many matches in the two cleaned datasets for which we chose the pair with the lowest Levenshtein distance and the highest OCR score. By running the matching process on our cleaned data from July to end of December, the matching process was able to match on average 86% of the cleaned records from both cameras. Remaining unmatched records correspond to (a) vehicles stayed over-night (we process daily dataset individually), (b) vehicles that are captured by one camera (mostly entry camera) but not the other camera. We found from our spot measurements that only a small number of vehicles stayed overnight (i.e., 23 cars on average for a sample size of 11 nights), and thus they would not have significant impact on the car-park usage patterns. We, therefore, analyze our dataset on a per-day basis (i.e., midnight-midnight).

IV. ANALYSIS AND INSIGHTS INTO USAGE PATTERN

In this section, we analyze our cleaned data (obtained from the previous section) spanned 23 weeks of teaching and non-teaching periods in 2018, to highlight the usage pattern of the campus car-park across various temporal dimensions including time-of-day, day-of-week, week-of-semester, and semester break/exam periods.

A. Arrival and Departure Pattern

We begin with Fig. 8 that depicts the average daily number of cars entering to (red bar) and exiting from (blue bar) the car-park for each day-of-week, during 13-weeks of teaching period. Red and blue dots represent actual measurements and error bars represent 95% confidence interval of data-points. It is seen that about 950 to 1000 cars use (i.e., enter/exit) the car-park during a weekday (i.e., midnight-to-midnight), except Friday for which the number slightly drops to about 830 due to fewer lectures. During weekends, the number of cars using the car park goes below 400. Also, we observe narrower error bars for weekdays compared to weekends, suggesting predictable usage patterns for weekdays. In contrast, the car-park usage varies significantly on weekends ranging from 200 to 600. Interestingly, it goes beyond 1000 cars for one particular Saturday (i.e., 1 September 2018). After checking the University event calendar, we found that this corresponds to the University Open Day which typically attracts a large number of high-school students and their families. The University provides free parking for all Open Day Visitors.

Fig. 9 illustrates the average hourly count of arriving cars (red bars) and departing cars (blue bars) by times-of-day, for each day of the week (separate graphs per day). It is seen that during weekdays, the arrival rate starts rising steeply from 6am, peaks at 9am-10am, and falls slowly afterwards. The departure process displays a similar bell-shape pattern but shifted in time by about 8 hours, i.e., rising in the afternoon, peaking at 5pm-6pm, and falling afterwards. During peak times, we see about 200 cars per hour enter/exit the parking lot – these numbers are slightly lower for Friday (i.e., 194 and 165 cars per hour). We also observe an irregular pattern for weekends where car-park usage heavily depends on events hosted on campus. Our findings of weekday arrival/departure pattern corroborate with other studies [19].

Fig. 10 depicts the distribution of arrival and departure probability for the five weekdays (in a stacked representation with Friday on top and Monday at the bottom). To better illustrate the pattern, we have color-coded five time intervals: orange for prior-sunrise (12am-6pm), yellow for morning-peak (6am-11am), green for afternoon-offpeak (11am-4pm), blue for evening-peak (4pm-8pm), and purple for night-time (8pm-10pm).
Fig. 10. Distribution of arrival (Entry) and departure (Exit) time across weekdays.

Note that the difference in absolute numbers is not seen here for Friday due to normalization. Unsurprisingly the distribution plot shows that both patterns of arrival and departure are very consistent for most time-slots across weekdays, with the strongest similarity observed during peak hours. As before, we observe some different trends for Friday. Note that the blue part of the arrival curve (4-8pm) shows a less pronounced peak compared to other weekdays. This suggests fewer arrivals to campus on Friday evening as opposed to other weekdays evening time. This can be attributed to the fact that there are very few evening lectures running on Friday. A closer examination of the exit curve for Friday reveals that the area in green is larger than the corresponding regions of other weekdays. The purple part of the curve is also considerably flatter than the other days. This suggests higher percentage of cars leaving during early afternoon time and lower percentage of cars exiting the car park after 8 pm on Fridays compared to Mondays-Thursdays.

Additionally, we looked at the arrival/departure pattern during different periods of the academic calendar including orientation week (O-Week) which is largely geared for new entrants to get acquainted with the university, regular teaching weeks, a week long mid-semester break, a study-break week right before final exams, exam periods and a lull period before the end of year holiday shutdown during which undergraduate students are away and campus attendance for everyone else progressively reduces. The general patterns are similar to Fig. 9 for all periods. One main difference observed was the morning arrival peak occurred one hour earlier (i.e., 8am-9am) during the O-Week and other non-teaching periods. The former can be attributed to the fact that a portion of students and admin staff arrive early during the O-week for setting up various activities. The latter can be ascribed to the fact that students are less likely to be on campus during the non-teaching period and thus the morning peak time is largely determined by the arrival pattern of staff who typically arrive earlier (between 8-9am) than students. Also, the actual count of arrival/departure slightly drops (i.e., around 50 cars) during mid-semester break and other non-teaching period. This suggests that the majority of car-park users are university staff members which is not unexpected due to high price of parking permits at our campus.

B. Stay Duration Pattern

Our dataset allows us to obtain insight into stay-duration of car-park users given that the license plate numbers are captured at entry and exit points. Note that we rather to analyze the distribution of these patterns across various user groups, instead of individuals. For this analysis we used the cleaned dataset after matching process mentioned in Section III-D.

Fig. 11 shows the distribution of stay duration (in hours) across days-of-week. It is clearly seen that the distribution is maximized at around 8 hours for Mondays to Fridays – this is consistent with the standard working hours in Australia, which is 7.6 hours a day [20]. We also observe that users tend to use the car-park for about 2-4 hours during weekends - these users are likely to attend events hosted on or near-by the campus or Postgraduate students attending Saturday lectures.

We further look at the stay duration pattern for each week of the semester in Fig. 12. A consistent pattern of bi-modal (double-peaked) distribution is observed for each week. The peak stay duration, as expected, centers at 8 hours, a typical full-time work day. The second peak centered between 2 to 3 hours, highlighting usage patterns for weekends as well as students/visitors.
C. Parking Behaviour Users

We now cluster car-park users using k-means algorithm [21] to identify parking behaviour of certain user groups on weekdays during teaching period. For each car we extract three features including arrival time, departure time, and stay duration. Three clusters were selected based on the elbow method. Fig. 13 shows the result of our clustering. We show in Fig. 13(a) the scatter plot of stay-duration versus entry time for individual vehicles in our dataset – clusters are color-coded. It is seen that “Cluster-1” (shown by red region) corresponds to users who enter the car-park early and stay more than 8 hours (center of cluster-1 is located at 9am entry time and 8.8 hours of stay duration) – this cluster represents full-time staff. “Cluster-2” users enter the car-park at about the same time as Cluster-1 and stay shorter (i.e., less than 5 hours) – morning visitors and typical students. Lastly, “Cluster-3” users are those who enter late and stay for a short period (with center at 3pm entry time and 3.5 hours of stay) – this cluster is likely to denote afternoon visitors and postgraduate coursework students who attend evening classes.

In Fig. 13(b), we show the distribution of arrival and departure time for each cluster. We observe that the distributions for Clusters-2 and -3 are relatively wider than of Cluster-1. Again, it is seen that full-time staff in Cluster-1 typically enter at about 9am and exit at about 5pm. Similar to scatter plot, Cluster-2 users arrive early and leave early too. Lastly, as expected Cluster-3 users enter in the afternoon and exit in the evening. We also observe a significant overlap in the exit and entry distributions for these users, which suggests that they tend to stay on campus for a short period (about 3 hours).

V. MODELING CAR-PARK USAGE

We observed in the previous section that car-park usage varies by times-of-day, days-of-week, and weeks-of-semester which leads to under-utilization of car-park. This presents an opportunity for campus managers to dynamically offer car-park spaces to other users such as car-sharing service providers with minimal impact on private car users. In this section, we develop a model for the usage of car-park to determine the potential of new offerings. We assume that the car-park with arriving/departing vehicles represents a queuing system where system states are captured by a continuous-time Markov chain and arriving/departure are modeled as non-homogeneous Poisson processes.

A. Fitting a Poisson Distribution

We observed in §IV-A that arrival and departure rates of vehicles highly depend on time-of-day, where morning and afternoon peaks are expected at around 9am and 5pm respectively. This suggests a non-homogeneous Poisson process where the average rate of arrivals is allowed to vary with time. We also observed that this general hourly pattern of arrival/departure seems to be consistent across weekdays as well as weeks of semester. However, this does not mean that the same hourly rate can be used to capture incoming/outgoing processes for all days and weeks. Hence, statistical tests to identify the similarity or variation of the average hourly rate is needed to be performed.

We employ two-sample Wilcoxon rank sum test [22] to determine whether the difference in means of two independent samples is significant. For instance, the test allows us to determine if there is any significant difference between the hourly rate observed on Monday and the rate observed on Friday during a certain hour-of-day. The Wilcoxon test generates an output "p-value" (ranged between 0 and 1) indicating the risk of concluding that a difference exists when there is no actual difference. The p-value is compared to a significance level of 0.05 to accept “null hypothesis” (i.e., there is no difference between the tested samples). The p-value smaller than 0.05 means that we safely conclude that the two samples differ.

Fig. 14 shows the Wilcoxon test results of arrival rate for individual hours-of-day in facets, each comparing a pair of two different weekdays (x-axis versus y-axis) – we omit results of the departure rate due to space constraint. We use color-coded cells (red for p-value < 0.05, and blue for p-value ≥ 0.05) to indicate statistical difference (i.e., red cells) or similarity (i.e., blue cells) in distribution of data for a given pair. Focusing on results of the arrival rate in Fig. 14, red-color cells are seen when Friday is tested against other weekdays, especially during morning and afternoon peak hours (i.e., 9-10am and 4-6pm). On the other hand, pairing non-Friday weekdays typically results in blue cells for most of the time, highlighting
the strong correlation. We made a similar observation in Fig. 8 when aggregate daily count was considered. Also, Friday’s hourly pattern deviates from other weekdays by departure rate too – Friday rows are full in red during 5-8pm.

We show in Fig. 15 the CCDF plot of p-value obtained from Wilcoxon test. In Fig. 15(a) two daily cohorts are considered: (a) pairs of non-Friday weekdays (shown by dashed blue lines), and (b) pairs of Friday and other weekdays (shown by solid red lines). It is seen that 92% of pairs among non-Friday weekdays have p-value > 0.05, whereas this fraction is less than 75% for pairs of Friday-weekdays. Also, for aggregate weekly cohorts (i.e., pairs are chosen from weeks-of-semester) shown in Fig. 15(b), 97% of week pairs display p-value >0.05, indicating no (or very few) difference in distribution across weeks of semester. The overall results of Wilcoxon-test suggest that two models of Poisson process are needed for the arrival/departure rate of cars during weekdays of teaching period: one model for Mondays-Thursdays, and one for Fridays.

We next attempt to fit Poisson distribution to each of the two cohorts in our dataset. To achieve this we employ Chi-Square Goodness of Fit Test [23] and consider two parameter choices: (a) slot duration over which the arrival/departure rate is relatively constant, (b) sampling resolution for the rate (e.g., per-minute or per-hour). We tune our parameters of choice by varying slot duration (15-min, 30-min, 1-hr, 3-hr, 6-hr and 12-hr) and sampling resolution (1-min, 15-min, 30-min, and 60-min). In each slot, arrival and departure rates are sampled over

a moving window (i.e., equals to the sampling resolution) with a step of one minute. This method of data sampling conforms to the memoryless property of the Poisson process, where the future arrival (or departure) is independent of the event in the past.

For each combination of parameters we quantify the fraction of time that our data follows a Poisson distribution. Fig. 16 shows our fitting experiment results. Each line corresponds to a sampling resolution value, shown on the legend. It is seen that the best result (i.e., highest fraction of fitting) obtained when the slot duration is 1 hour and the rate is computed on a per-hour basis. We, therefore, compute the hourly rate of arrival (λ) and departure (μ) – Fig. 17 shows the results for the cohort of Mon-Thu.

B. Modeling Car-park Usage as a Queuing System

Given the rate of arrival and departure, we model the car-park as an M/M/1/C queue whose operation is visualized as a continuous-time Markov chain shown in Fig. 18. Each state of the chain represents the number of occupied slots in the car-park with total capacity C, and λ(t) and μ(t) are the rates of arrival and departure respectively. If the car-park becomes full (i.e., at state C), the arriving vehicle is rejected.

We developed a discrete-event simulator in R, to quantify the probability of rejection considering a futuristic scenario whereby the campus Estate Management allocates a fraction of the car-park spaces to car-sharing services and the remaining portion gets allocated to existing private cars. The primary aim for the Estate Management would be to optimize the use of parking space for generating revenue from shared cars with minimal impact on private car users.

In order to simulate the dynamics of shared vehicles, we begin by assuming that 20% of the existing users subscribe
and use car-sharing services on a regular basis (the reasons can be due to the potential reduction in travel cost, avoiding parking fee, and eliminating the need to own a car) and 80% of the current users continue commuting to the university by a private car. We also assume that there will be new users of shared vehicles – these additional users are modeled by random sampling of a binomial distribution, $B(100, 0.4)$, over each slot of 60 minutes – meaning a total of 100 potential vehicles with a 40% chance for each vehicle to use the car-park within the slot. Given these assumptions, we compute the rates of arrival and departure for both private and shared vehicles.

Our campus car-park has a total capacity of 895 vehicle spaces. In our simulation we split the car-park into two queues (i.e., one for private cars and one for shared cars) for various dimensioning configuration. We start with 10% of spaces allocated to private cars and 90% to shared cars, and increase/decrease the allocation for private/shared cars by 5% at each step until dimensioning scenario 90%/10% is achieved. For each run of simulation, we quantify the probability of rejection (i.e., no space left) during each slot for both groups of private and shared cars. Fig. 19 shows the fraction of slots that a private/shared car experiences a rejection probability of 0.1 or more. As we expect, increasing the portion allocated to private cars would reduce the rejection probability (shown by sold red lines) for this users group and increase the rejection for shared car users (shown by dashed blue lines). The optimal dimensioning can be obtained by considering the minimum rate of rejection tolerable for private users traded with additional revenue from car-sharing service providers.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Digital transformation in transport industry demands large organizations such as universities to revisit the operation of their expensive on-campus parking facilities. In this paper we have outlined our experiences in designing and deploying a monitoring system for a real car-park at our university campus. We collected data over 23 weeks (covering both teaching and non-teaching periods) and cleaned it for analysis. We then analyzed the usage data and highlighted insights into car arrival and departure patterns as well as users parking behaviour. Finally, we developed continuous-time non-homogeneous Markov models using historical data and showcased (via simulation) its use for space allocation planning.
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